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Mare - Claudia
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COLLINS / CALETTO I / CAPITOL I
Australian Holsteiner Mare DOB 2003 Stamm 8813
Breeder: Noblewood Park Stud, Gidgegannup
Owner: Noblewood Park Stud, Gidgegannup

CLAUDIA is out of the mare CALVARA who is the FULL sister to
CALVARO Z who was ridden by three of the Worlds Greatest show
jumpers Jos Lansink, John and Michael Whitaker.
DAM PEDIGREE AND BACKGROUND
Czarina’s dam Calvara is the full sister to Calvaro Z and is very much worthy of adding to
the list of World Class Stallions. Calvaro started his stud career late, however, in his first
season whilst standing at Zangershiede, he produced 232 foals and in his second season
246. Calvaro was later approved on behalf of the Scottish Sports horse and became a
popular sire with Scottish Breeders with a number of his foals topping the grading
results and more recently his daughter "Hazel" (Calvaro x Ramiro Z) placing third in the
Scottish Sports Horse Loose Jumping Championships in 2009. His progeny are now very
much in demand across Europe frequently selected for the PSI and other elite auctions
Libero H
but was very much under utilised by British Breeders as quickly gained a reputation for
COLLINS
not always producing the most attractive of progeny and often not with the greatest of
hind legs. Nonetheless his progeny often possess the most tremendous of canters and a
power to their jump that is frequently unrivalled currently placing Calvaro in 10th
position in the WBFSH show jumping sire rankings with and exceptionally high ratio of
his sons and daughters consistently jumping the 1.60m tracks.
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Czarina’s grand dam Rixa, is a daughter of another top-class sire Capitol I (Capitano).
Capitol I has a large number of successful progeny in international showjumping.
Particularly noteworthy in his pedigree is Retina (by Ramzes) with whom Fritz
Thiedemann achieved great successes decades ago. One of his other accomplished
sons in 2000 was "Cento" who won the Aachen Grand Prix, shared team gold in Sydney
and only missed an individual medal by one rail.

165cm BAY

DE 321210106192 171 7 7 7 6 6 6 7
DE 321210002379 172 6 5 6 6 5 6 6

CORIANDER

If we follow Czarina’s dam's lineage back through we find the influential Farnese son Collins is by the Holsteiner stallion Calando I (by Cor de la Bryère)
"Fantus" to a beautifully bred Hanoverian female line that carries the blood of Sesam II out of a Caletto I mare (by Cor de la Bryère) giving him a double
cross with the famous Holsteiner foundation sire. He is typical of
and Goldfisch II another great influential blood line in Hanoverian performance.
Chanel
the new type of sport horse currently favoured. He is a wellCzarina’s grandsire, Caletto 1, was in previous years ranked fifth. Her mother Deka by balanced stallion of 16.3 hands with generous strides and a natural
Consul herself made breeding history as mother of five approved sons. Caletto I was elastic movement. He has a lovely head carried on a beautiful neck,
one of the most successful horses in sport, ridden by Michael Rupling, Caletto 1 jumped producing elegance, lightness and self-carriage.
at international level with his greatest achievement winning the individual bronze at the
1982 Dublin World Championships. After his show jumping career lasting five years, the
son of Cor de la Bryere had won more than 100 000 D-Mark - more than any other
German breeding stallion before him at that time. The most successful son of Caletto I
until Calvaro FCS, was Cantus, the father of Calvaro 005 ridden by Willi Melliger.
SIRE PEDIGREE AND BACKGROUND
Czarina’s sire is Collins, a beautiful dark brown jumping stallion born in 1995 in Germany
and imported as a three year old in 1998 by the Stud. In April 2000 Collins began his
jumping career in Australia. During his inaugural year, and at the age of five years, he
firmly made his mark on the local show-jumping scene jumping and winning classes at
1.35m. He campaigned successfully in the Eastern States of Australia in the latter part of
2001 winning many futurities and mini Grand Prix's.

Collins has a willing temperament, with good character and an
eagerness to please. He is an athletic and expressive riding horse
and has enormous ability. Collins oldest foals are now rising six and
he has strongly stamped them with his scope and careful
technique.
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